
What are we learning

this term?

Lower Key Stage 2 

Summer Curriculum Overview



Geography
Investigating

Coasts

Prior

Learning

Vocabulary

Fieldwork

dunes, erosion, stacks, caves,

depositional landforms, sand, tidal,

undercutting, arches   

The Roman Empire
Chritianity

What and where is
Holy Island

What are
coasts and

how are they
formed?

What are the
physical

features of
coasts how does

erosion affect
them?

Explore the
different

strategies of
coastal

management.

What are
the

different
types of
beaches?

What coastal
features and
processes can
we identify at

Druridge
Bay?

Use maps and
secondary
sources to

research and
describe

coastal areas.



Science
States of Matter

&
 Rocks & Fossils

Vocabulary for Rocks
granite, marble, pumice, sandstone,
chalk, reaction, crystals, brittle,

texture, weathering, layers

Knowledge

Working Scientifcally

Ask questions
and carry out
investigations

Record  findings
by charts,  
graphs and
drawings. 

How can a
material

change state
from a solid to

a liquid? 

How can
material

change state
from a liquid
to a gas? 

How can we
group  rocks
according to

their
characteristics?

What is a
fossil? 

How is it
formed? 

What is the
process of

evaporation?

Vocabulary for States of Matter
solid, liquid, gas, particles, state,

condensation, evaporation, states of
matter, volume

Kn
ow

led
ge



Alnwick in Bloom Painting

Competition

Cooking and Nutrition

Making Mini Quiches

Relationships
Changing Me

Music

Learning More About Musical
Styles

Recognising Different Sounds

Computing

Code a simple game using block

coding in Scratch, then design

and build a game controller to

play the game they have

created.

PHRSE
(Jigsaw scheme)

R.E.
Christianity

What is the impact of
Pentecost for
Christians?

Multi-Faith
How and why do peopletry to make the world a

better place?

Art and Design French

P.E.
Summer 1Tuesday - Swimming (Chestnut &

Maple)& Problem Solving (Willow)
Friday - Striking & Fielding

Summer 2Tuesday - Swimming (Chestnut and
Willow)& Problem Solving (Maple)

Friday - Athletics & Fitness

Fruit & Food, Leisure &
Hobbies and Keeping Fit
Learning and using key

vocabulary 
to discuss these topics.



EnglishThis term, we will be enjoying
poetry based on our coast topic, as

well as:
The Giant Jam Sandwich by

John Vernon Lord (Chestnut
and Willow)A Glass Tear by Anna Howard

Non-fiction books linked to the
coast.

English Prior Learning:

Reading a range of poetry

Asking questions to improve their

understanding of a text

identifying how language, structure and

presentation contribute to meaning

Maths Prior Learning:

Telling the time to nearest 5 minutes

Properties of 2D and 3D shapes

Recognising and using symbols for

pounds and pence

Year Three & Four

Maths

 This term we will be learning about: 

Decimals

Money

Time
Shape

Statistics

Position and direction

 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Glass-Tear-Anna-Howard/dp/1848519729
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rnr65z4AN_I

